Privacy Policy pertaining to website visitors

Be sure to read my personal statement at the end of this document.

NON‐personally Identifying Information
Like most websites, I collect non‐personally identifying information of the sort that web
browsers and servers typically make available, such as the browser type, language preference,
referring site, and the date and time of each visitor request. our purpose in collecting
nonpersonally identifying information is simply to gather a traffic count and monitor which areas
of the site are being accessed more than others.

PersonallyIdentifying Information
The only personally identifiable information we collect is that information submitted by anyone
that subscribes to this website or leaves a comment the same as any other website that allows
comments as that requires a name and email address.

Cookies
A cookie is a string of information that a website stores on a visitor’s computer, and that the
visitor’s
browser provides to the website each time the visitor returns. we use cookies to help us identify
and track visitors, their usage of our website, and their website access preferences. You can turn
cookies off in your browser if that make you feel more comfortable but it could impact the way
the site interacts with you. Of course you could always do what I do which is to set your cookies
to automatically delete when you exit your browser.

(NOTE* This Privacy Policy covers the use of cookies by me and does not cover the use of
cookies by any other websites or advertisers.)
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Business Transfers
In the unlikely event that this site is sold or transferred to another party it doesn't really matter
because I don't collect personally identifiable information.

Comments
Comments and other content submitted to our Akismet antispam service are not saved on our
servers unless they were marked as false positives, in which case we store them long enough to
use them to improve the service to avoid future false positives then delete them.

Google Ads
You won't find ANY Google ads on this site. Ever. (unless google placed it here without my
knowledge, in which case it'll be deleted the second I find out about it).

Third Party Vendors
This website contains links to other websites and/or online vendors. Although most of them are
known to me and are quality, legit sites, I don't control those sites or their privacy policies. Third
party vendors will require information if you buy something from them. Those you should check
their privacy policy first especially before giving any credit card or banking data.

Privacy Policy Changes
I reserve the right to make changes to this policy whenever I decide it's necessary, but to be
quite honest I like it the way it is and it's highly doubtful I'll ever make any changes to it.

Personal Statement
I am a serious advocate of personal privacy and can't stand the thought of anyone intentionaly
collecting or in any other way getting their hands on yours or mine. I've done everything I know
of to keep from even seeing your information. Obviously if you send me an email it has some
personal info attached to the header. But anything that finds it's way to me I don't keep and you
have my word that ANY information that comes to me from the website will NEVER, EVER, be
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provided to any other person or entity for ANY reason. PERIOD.
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